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A detachment-limited model of drainage basin evolution
Alan D. Howard
Departmentof EnvironmentalSciences,University of Virginia, Charlottesville

Abstract. A drainagebasin simulationmodel introducedhere incorporatescreep and
thresholdslumpingand both detachment-and transport-limitedfluvial processes.
Fluvial erosionof natural slopesand headwaterchannelsis arguedto be dominantly
detachment-limited.Such slopesundergonearly parallel retreat and replacementwith
alluvial surfacesunder fixed base level, in contrastwith gradual slope decline for
transport-limitedconditions.The arrangementof dividesand valleysis sensitiveto
initial conditions,althoughaveragemorphologyis insensitive.Dissected,initially flat
surfacesin which downstreamconcavity is slight exhibit nearly parallel drainage,
comparedto very wanderingmain valleyswhen concavityis great. Steady state is
reachedafter a cumulativebase level drop approximately3 times the final relief.
Simulatedvalley systemsare similarto thosepredictedby a previousmodel of optimal
drainagebasins.A critical value of slopedivergencenormalizedby averageslope
gradientis a useful criterion for definingthe valley network.
Introduction

phic processescan be approximatedas a power functionof

contributingarea A and land surface gradient S:
The advent of high-speedcomputingpermits simulationof
Q = KqA•S/•,
(1)
the temporal evolution of geomorphicsystems,including
entire drainagebasins. The model introduced here explores
where for most processesa,/3 _>0. The handover between
generalquestionsof drainagebasin evolution, includingthe
diffusional and concentrative processesis illustrated by a
following. (1) What is the simplestmathematicalmodel that
steady state landscapein which the erosion rate is areally
simulatesmorphologicallyrealisticlandscapes
.9(2) What are
uniform
and balancesthe rate of tectonic uplift U. Then the
the effects of initial conditions and inheritance on basin form
transportthroughany locationon the landscapemustequal,
and evolution? (3) What are the relative roles of determinisover the long run, the product of uplift rate and contributing
tic and random processesin basin evolution?(4) Do process
drainagearea [Kirkby, 1980; Willgooseet al., 1991d, 1992;
and form in drainagebasinsembody principlesof optimizaTarboton et al., 1992]:
tion? (5) Is there a characteristicdrainagebasin form that is
invariant under waxing or waning relief? (6) What is a
Q = UA.
(2)
practical operational criterion for defining the valley network?
If the land surface is everywhere "transport-limited," so
The developmentof drainagebasins, that is, landforms that actual transport rates equal those given in (1), then
with convex to linear slopesand a dendriticvalley network, [Willgooseet al., 1991d; Tarboton et al., 1992]
requires (at a minimum) two superimposedprocesses.One
S = [U/Kq]
•/t•A
(•-a)/t•.
(3)
must be "diffusional" or "dispersive," that is, capable of
erodingthe land surfacewith finite gradientfor vanishingly
Process with a < 1 will be diffusional, and those with a > 1
small contributingarea, but it shouldbecomelessefficientas
will be concentrative. Mass-wasting processesare usually
contributingarea increases,so that gradientincreasesdowndiffusional,and creepis commonlymodeledwith a = 0 and
slope if rates of surface lowering are locally uniform. The
/3 = 1. Transportof sandin alluvialchannelsis concentrative
other is a "concentrative" or "advective" process that
with a • 1.5 and/3 •- 2. Drainagebasinswill result from a
increasesin efficiency with contributing area, but requires
linear combination of a diffusional and concentrative prolarge gradientsfor very small contributingareas. This comcess, with the handover between the processesoccurring at
bination of processesand the spatial transition from creep
that contributingarea where they have equal required gradiffusion on slopes to concentrative runoff processesin
dients, thus determiningthe drainagedensity and the basin
channelswas recognizedvery early by Davis [1892]and was
scale. Smith and Bretherton [1972], Kirkby [1980], Loewensummarizedsuccinctly by Gilbert [1909, pp. 346-347]: "On
herz [1991], and Tarboton et al. [1992] discussbasin develthe upper slopes,where water currentsare weak, soil creep
opment and landscapescalefor transport-limitedprocesses
dominates and the profiles are convex. On lower slopes
in a generalframework not restrictedto steady state landwater flow dominates and profiles are concave."
scapes.
As was discussedby Carson and Kirkby [1972], Kirkby
In many, perhaps most, landscapesthe actual transport
[1971], Smith and Bretherton [1972], and numerous subserates are in some places considerablyless than would be
quent workers, the transport capacity Q of many geomorpredictedfor transport-limitedprocesses.One case occurs
Copyright 1994 by the American GeophysicalUnion.
when bedrock is exposed on slopes and the rate of local
erosion is determined by weathering rates ("weatheringPaper number 94WR00757.
0043-1397/94/94 WR-00757 $05.00
limited" conditions[Carson and Kirkby, 1972]). The volume
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of bed sediment transport by wash processeson hillslopes
and low-order rills and channels is argued below to be
limited by the ability of the flow to entrain or erode regolith
(residual soils or colluvium) or bedrock, giving "detachment-limited" conditions [Howard, 1994]. The rate of detachment can be quantified in much the same way as the
potential rate of transport. The combination of transportlimited mass wasting with detachment-limited wash processes also produces drainage basins, because at steady
state the gradient of detachment-limited channelsfollows a
relationship similar to (3). However, the transient response
of detachment-limited landscapes to variations in rate of
uplift (or base level lowering) is considerablydifferent than
for transport-limited conditions, with important implications
for landscape evolution. The landform model of Ahnert
[1976, 1977, 1987a] also distinguishesbetween suspendedload (detachment limited) and point-to-point (transport limited) runoff erosion.
Few systematic observationshave been made of transport
and erosion by water in natural headwater slopes and
channels. The following observationsin support of detachment-limited conditions are based upon the author's informal observations of slopes in the United States in areas of
moderate to high relief in areas of humid temperate, mediterranean, and arid climates. Erosion by overland flow and
ephemeralfilling on steep, vegetated slopesis nearly always
detachment limited owing to the protection offered by the
leaves, stems, and roots. Ephemeral or perennial fills on
such slopes usually lack a loose sedimentary cover, with
exposure of cohesive regolith or rock pavementswhere flow
has removed vegetation. As is discussedby Howard [1994],
rills and steep washes on badland slopesare generally also
detachment-limitedowing to the shale or regolith cohesion.
Slopes with transport-limited conditions in overland flow
and headwater fills seem to be confinedto bare, low-gradient
slopes with fine-grained, friable regolith, as may occur on
some agricultural slopes in sandy soils, dissected alluvial
deposits, and the low-relief, sandy slopes discussed by
Dunne and Dietrich [1980] and Dunne and Aubrey [1986].
The absenceof an alluvial cover on the slopeor in ephemeral
fills under low- or no-flow conditionsis diagnosticof detachment-limited
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Williams and Guy, 1973; Osterkamp and Costa, 1986; Dietrich and Dunne, 1978; Benda, 1990; Seidl and Dietrich, 1992;

Kirkby, 1987]. The requirements for a critical volume of
surface or regolith water, a sufficiently steep slope, an
accumulation of colluvium in hollows, and the flowlike
behavior after mobilization lead to such avalanches being
concentrative processes.
Several quantitative models of landform development
have been published over the last 20 years. The pioneering
efforts of Kirkby [1971, 1976a, b, 1985a, b, 1989] and of
Ahnert [1976, 1977, 1987a, b, 1988] have helped to define the
appropriateprocesslaws and explore their implicationsfor
drainage basin form, although most of these studies have
been limited to analytical solutionsunder restricted process
and boundary conditions or simulations of slopes only in
profile. Numerous other studies have focused on the factors
controlling stream morphology, longitudinal stream profile
evolution, and drainage network development.
Although a few simulationshave been made of erosional
processes and drainage network development on slopes
[Armstrong, 1976; Kirkby, 1985b, 1986; Dunne and Aubry,
1986], the model of Willgoose et al. [1991a, b, c] and its
descendantsare the only attempts at high-resolution, process-basedsimulationmodeling of slope and channeldevelopment at the basin scale. The present model contrastswith
that of Willgoose et al. [1991a, b, c] in major respects. The
Willgoosemodel (alongwith most previousmodels)assumes
that overland flow as well as flow in channels is transport
limited, whereas the present model assumesthat erosion in
many locations, particularly in headwaters, is detachmentlimited.

The Willgoose model also assumesthat individual simulation cells are either channels or slopes, with a "channel
activation" function determining transitions between node
types. In the present model there is no suchdistinction,with
both fluvial and slope processes assumed to occur within
each cell. This leads to a simpler set of governingequations.
The use of an activation function in the Willgoose model
automatically defines the channel network and drainage
density. In the present model the location of channel heads
is defined by a morphometfic criterion.

conditions.

Diffusional process are commonly equated with mass
wasting and concentrative processeswith wash processes,
but common exceptions occur. Gilbert [1909], Howard
[1970], Moseley [1973], Dunne [1980], and Dunne and Aubrey [ 1986] have noted that rain splashis a diffusive process
that can create convex divides and inhibit rilling. In circumstances where stream discharge decreases downstream or
where transport of coarse bed load in stream networks
occurs without downstream fining, the exponent a may be
less than unity, producing a diffusional regime. In fact,
diffusion equations are commonly used to model sediment
basin deposition [Flemings and Jordan, 1989; Paola, 1989;
Paola et al., 1992; Rivenaes, 1992]. Snow and rock avalancheson steep, bedrock slopescan produce concentrative
erosion, eroding chutes to create spur and gully terrain
[Matthes, 1938; Blackwelder, 1942; Rapp, 1960a, b;
Howard, 1990b; Howard and Selby, 1994]. The debris flows
and avalanchesfrequently originatingfrom colluvial hollows
in high-relief, vegetated, soil-mantled slopes are an important erosional agent along the steep, low-order channels
through which the flows move [Hack and Goodlett, 1960;

The Model

General Features and Assumptions

Within each square matrix cell of dimension/5 by /5both
slope and channel processes occur. The width W of the
active channelis specifiedto be lessthan/5, even for alluvial
pediments and alluvial fans, correspondingto the observation that flow on such surfaces is generally channelized and
confined to a few active channels at any time. Both mass
wasting and fluvial transport/erosionoccur in each cell.
Downstream within the drainage basin the channelsdominate the processes within each cell. However, close to
divides, erosion by mass wasting is commensuratewith, or
greater than, channel erosion, and the subgfid-scalefluvial
erosion must be characterized.

Conventional

treatment

of

hillsloperunoff divides the flow and sedimenttransport into
unconcentrated (interrill, overland, sheetwash) and channelized (fill) modes (see review by Abrahams et al. [1994]). On
vegetatedslopeslittle erosion occurs until downslopeflow
accumulationreaches a threshold stress capable of disturbing the vegetationmat, so that runoff erosion is essentially
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restricted to ephemeral or perennial rills and gullies [e.g.,
Dietrich et al., 1993]. On badlands and shale slopesrunoff
often occursas interflow through shrinkagecracksand small
pipes [Hodges and Bryan, 1982;Bryan et al., 1984;Gerits et
al., 1987;lmeson and Verstraten, 1988], reemerginginto the
exposed rill network. On exposed sandy slopes, such as
agricultural fields, erosion by unconcentrated flow may be
appreciable, although the observationsfrom experimental
plots exaggerateoverland flow erosion becauseof unnatural
initial conditions (a smoothed rather than the rilled surface
that would often evolve if left to natural processes). In
addition, a considerableproportion of the water erosionmay
be due to rain splash, which is a diffusive process[Ahnert,
1976; Kirkby, 1976b, 1987; Dunne and Aubrey, 1986] and
may be included under the mass wasting mathematical
modeling. Even where overland flow occurs, it is generally
not uniform but concentrated into shallow channelslacking
well-defined banks [Abrahams et al., 1994]. This model
assumesthat runoff erosion occurs only in channelized flow.
On natural headwater slopes there might be several
ephemeralrills within the area representedby one simulation
grid cell, but it is assumedthat all runoff becomes concentrated into a singlepermanent or ephemeralchannelrunning
the length of the cell with a gradient equal to the overall
slope gradient and that all fluvial erosion within the cell
occurs in this channel. Erosion by runoff will be somewhat
exaggerated in the present model because of the scale
efficiency associatedwith a single channel rather than multiple small channels. Nonetheless, channel erosion becomes
negligible compared with mass wasting on matrix cells
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relatedto local tectonicuplift rate U and the spatialdivergenceof the vector of erodedmaterialflux q (volumeper unit
width of slope or channel):

Oy/Ot- U = Oz/Ot= -V.q,
Oz/Ot is erosion rate relative

(4)

to a bedrock-fixed

reference frame. The volumetric transport can result from a
variety of processes,including solutetransport, massmovement, and fluvial transport. In general, there should also be
a correction for changes of rock volume on conversion to
regolith [Carson and Kirkby, 1972, p. 107], which is ignored
here. Only diffusive rain splash and mass wasting and
concentrativefluvial transport are consideredin the present
model.
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Figure 1.

Example of mass wasting flux predicted by (6)

when both terms contribute.

show most movement occurring close to the surface (see
review by Carson and Kirkby [1972]). Similar assumptions
have been made in a number of quantitative slope evolution
models [Ahnert, 1976, 1987a; Armstrong, 1976; Kirkby,
1986, 1987; Willgoose et al., 1991a, b, c].
Potential erosion or deposition due to rain splash and
regolith massmovementis given by the spatial divergenceof
the vector rate of movementqin:
Oz

--

As with most quantitative models of landform evolution,
local vertical rate of land surface elevation change Oy/Otis

.

••.

0.2

located near divides.

where

2263

= -V ßqin.

ot

(5)

in

The rate of movement is expressed by two additive terms,
one for creep and/or rain splash diffusion and one for
near-failure conditions (e.g., Figure 1)'

qin
= Ksq3(S)
+Kf(l - KxISl
a)s,

(6)

where q3(S) is an increasingfunction of slope gradient, s is

the unit vectorin the directionof S, and Isl is the absolute
valueof localslopegradient.Theconstants
Ks, Kx, KT, and
the exponent a are constants assumed to be spatially and
temporally invariant. Simple analysis of rain splashor creep
driven by gravity suggeststhat the function q3(S)would be
the sine of the slope angle 0:

below in

q3(S) = sin 0.

(7)

q3(S) = tan 0 = S.

(8)

terms of potentialsplashand masswastingOz/OtlI
n and
fluvialOz/Otlcerosionrates.Becauseeachsimulationcell However, the present model assumesa linear dependency'
may contain variable proportions of channel and slope
components,the actual local erosion rate is a weighted sum
of the potential rates.

Weathering, Rain Splash,and Mass Movement
Weathering is not explicitly modeled, but is assumed to
keep pace with erosion by rain splash, mass wasting, or
fluvial processes such that everywhere except in some
channels there is a weathered, cohesive regolith. Creep or
slope failure is assumed to occur at a sufficiently shallow
depth with regard to the thickness of the regolith that its
thickness is not a limiting factor. Measurements of creep
rates below slopes with well-developed regolith generally

In addition,for mostof thesimulations,
KTis assumed
to be
zero, so that the right side of (5) simplifies to the Laplacian

of elevation,
KsV2Z.Themodelof Willgoose
et al. [1991a,
b, c] also assumes diffusive erosion proportional to the
Laplacian of elevation.
The secondterm in the brackets of (6) models near-failure
conditions on slopes such that mass movement rates increasewithout limit as gradient approachesa threshold value

equalto (1/Kx)TM.Kirkby[1984,1985b,1987]provides
a
more comprehensive formulation for landslide and talus
mass movement

that accounts for flow kinematics.
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The spatial divergence in (5) is evaluated in eight directions. Relative weighting of one third for diagonal terms and
two thirds for cross terms is used, equivalent to the ninepoint finite differenceweightsfor the Laplacian [Gerald and
Wheatley, 1989].
Fluvial
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hydraulic geometry for dominant dischargeQ• (assumedto
be equal for both bed erosion and sediment transport) and
channel width

Processes

W:

Qw = KaA e,

(14)

W= K•Oø•= K•KaøA
t,e.

(15)

The model incorporates both detachment-limited erosion
The use of an equation such as (14) for runoff on slopesas
on slopesand steep headwater channelsas well as sediment well as in channelsimplies that little regolith or depression
transport in alluvial channels. Potential channel deposition storageof precipitation occurs during erosion events, since
or erosionOz/Otc dependsupon whetherthe channelis runoff production is assumed to be areally uniform. On
alluvial or nonalluvial and is proportional to the spatial badland slopesthis is probably a reasonableapproximation.
For landscapeswith appreciableinfiltrationcapacity, particdivergenceof sedimenttransportflux, qs'
ularly where vegetated, the assumption is made that most
Oz
Oqs
runoff erosion on slopes occurs during infrequent, very
-= -V'qs = ---,
(9) intense rainfall events due to saturation overland flow or
Ot

Ox

c

where qs is the volumetricsedimenttransportrate per unit
channel width, and the downstream direction is x (fluvial
flows are assumed to be well-channelized and nearly uniform). The sediment discharge is broken down into wash

load qsw, which is assumedto never be redepositedexcept
in depressions,and bed sediment (bed load and suspended
load) qs0, which is carried in capacityamountsif an alluvial
bed is present. If the channelis alluvial, then qsois predicted
from sedimenttransport relationships.For nonalluvial channels the transportdivergenceOqs/Oxis given by an intrinsic
detachmentcapacity (volume per unit area per unit time) Ca.
Nonalluvial channels. In the present context, a nonallu-

shallow interflow through large macropores. Kirkby [1987]
outlinesa slope developmentmodel that accountsfor infiltration and partial contributing areas.
Combining (10) with (11)-(15) gives

Oz/otlc
- -Kt(KzAgS
h- •'c),
where

vial channel is defined as one in which the bed load sediment

flux is less than a capacity load. Such channels may be
flowing on bedrock or on regolith. The detachment capacity
in nonalluvial channelsis assumedto be proportional to the
shear stress •' exerted on the bed and banks by a dominant
discharge'
Oz

Oqs

= •=

ot

Ox

Cd = Kt(•' - •'c),

(10)

c

the

critical

shear

stress for

noncohesive

sediment

entrainment. Foster and Meyer [1972], Meyer [1986], Lane
et al. [1988], and Foster [1990] suggest that the actual
detachment

9' = 0.6e(1 - b),

(16b)

h = 0.7,

(16c)

Kz-3'[K'-•-'•w/•
'

(16d)

The constantK t in (16a) includesboth effectsof substrate
erodibility as well as magnitude of the dominant discharge.
Channels may be eroding both regolith material which is
delivered into the channel by mass wasting as well as
uneroded bedrock. Regolith material is assumedto be more
erodible than bedrock by a factor F, where F •- 1. The
fluvial erosion rate for bedrock is given by (16a), so that the

equivalentrate for regolithis F az/at[c. The criticalshear

where •c is a critical shear stress,which shouldbe larger
than

(16a)

rate C decreases from the intrinsic

detachment

capacity Ca (for zero sedimentload) to zero as the actual
bed sediment transport rate approaches the flow transport
capacity. This approach is appropriatefor slopesand channels floored with cohesionless sediment, but the implied
interaction between deposition and entrainment is not relevant to water erosion of cohesive regolith or bedrock.
Shear stress can be related to channel gradient and drainage area through the use of equations of steady, uniform
flow:

•- = 3'RS

V = KnR2/3S1/2/N
Qw- KvRWV

(11)

(12)
(13)

where 3'is the unit weight of water, R is the hydraulicradius,
N is Manning's resistancecoefficient, K n is unity in m s

unitsand1.5in foots units,andKv is a formfactorcloseto
unity. The model also assumesimplepower law equationsof

stress•c mightalsodependuponsubstratetype (bedrockor
regolith), although in the present modeling it is assigneda
fixed value.

In landscapeswith a shallow weatheringregolith, such as
in badlands and steep mountain slopes, bedrock is commonly exposedin headwater rills and channels,and a large
ratio of bedrock to regolith erodibility (F >> 1) would be
appropriate.However, in landscapesin deeply saprolitized
bedrock, till, or uncementedalluvium, the parent material
and the surface soil involved in mass wasting may have
nearly equivalent erodibility (F -• 1).
In calculating net erosion in matrix cells containing nonalluvial channels it is necessary to take into account that
erosion is occurring in a channel of width W and that the
channel may be eroding both regolith and bedrock during a
given time step. The eroded regolith comprisesboth that
delivered by mass wasting into the cell from the adjacent
cells and that which is locally derived. During each time step
the channel is assumedto erode first regolith delivered to the
channelby slopeerosionand then, if it is capableof eroding
all regolith, bedrock. The fraction of time during each time
step that the channel is eroding regolith is •/(0 -• •/-• 1).
There are three cases, the simplest of which occurs when
sufficientlylarge amount of regolith is deliveredto the cell
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Initial land surface

rt = -

Final land surface

,

............. Suface without fluvial erosion

':'"• Netregolith
influx

since the denominator is the (negative of the) maximum
volume of regolith that can be eroded per unit time by the
channel. The net erosion (into bedrock) is also given by

::----•Net
regolith
outflux

az

jjjj• Fluvial
bedrock
erosion

:?• Bedrock
weathering
•

(19)

F•t52aZ

az

(20)

-V) Tc
c
Substituting (18) and (19) into (20) to eliminate r/:

Fluvial
regolith
erosion

az

c},

+F•'

at 1•
m

Figure 2. Conceptual cross sections through simulation
cells perpendicularto stream channel of width W partially
occupyingthe cell of width rS,showingchangesduring one
simulation time step. The three cases illustrate different
situationswith regard to the relative roles of mass wasting
and fluvial

erosion and also differences

in the amount

of

(21a)

where

1• = 1/(F• + 1 - /j).

(2lb)

This relationshippertainsso long as az/at[rn _> o and

direct bedrock scourby the channel.(a) Mass-wastinginflux az/at < O.
The finalcase,whereOz/Otlm< O, is similar,exceptit is
exceeds fluvial erosion potential, and the landscape increases in elevation (correspondingto (17). (b) Net mass- assumedthat removal of regolith by channel erosion pertains
wasting influx, but fluvial erosion is capable of eroding only to the volume surrounding the stream and below the
mass-wasted debris, locally weathered regolith, and the level of removal by slope erosion, that is (Figure 2c),
bedrock floor of the channel (21). (c) As in Figure 2b, but
with a net mass-wastingefflux from the cell (24). Note that
, =
a(a - w),
(22)
intracell topography is not explicitly modeled. Zrn is the

potentialslopeerosionOz/atlm,and Z is the net actual

m

erosion az/at. Dotted lines show surface that would result if
fluvial

and the net erosion into bedrock is given by

erosion did not occur.

-

that the channel never erodes bedrock (r/= 1). The volume

(23)

= (1- r/)•- .

m

c

of regolith
delivered
to thecellperunittimeis az/atlm•52,
and the volumeof channelerosionis (FLW Oz/Otlc).The

The analysis proceeds as with the previous case, giving

length L of the channel in the cell is assumedto be & The net
elevation change az/at is the sum of the volume of regolith
mass movement

and of volumetric

channel

az

ot

ot

(17a)

+F•'

• = w/rs.

(17b)

The criterion for (17a) to pertain is that az/at -> O.
If the channelis capableof erodingall regolith delivered to
it, then the value of r/must be determined. Weathering is
assumed to be capable of keeping pace with the net rate
az/at of lowering of the land (and bedrock surface), so that
the net volumetric rate of regolith production and delivery
by mass wasting to the channel for erosion e is (Figure 2b):

•2

ot

•(•-

az

-

az

at

+ BF•

•

m

c

(24)

'

This series of relationships (17), (21), and (24) provides a
continuous functional dependence of erosion rate upon

az

where

• =

at

erosion divided

by the area of the cell (Figure 2a):
az

az

w),

az/at m and oz/Otlcbut with changesof slopeat az/at = 0
andOz/Otlm-- 0 in the generalcase(Figure3).
Alluvial channels. For alluvial channels the potential rate
of fluvial erosion equals the spatial divergence of the volumetric unit bed sedimenttransportrate qsb'
az

= -v ßqsb.

at

Many bed load and total load sediment transport equations
for sediment discharge can be expressed as a functional
relationship between the two parameters dimensionlessparameters tband

(•8)

tb = •

m

where the first term is the regolith volume imposed from
adjacent cells, and the second term accounts for the withincell contribution from weathering adjacent to the channel.
The fraction of time the channel spendseroding regolith is

(25)

c

(;--)
,

(26a)

where

qsb
(b =

ood(1 - t• )

,

1
-- =

•

r

('rs- •/) d

.

(26b)
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downslope gradient. In the case of a depressionthere is no

outflux.Influxesmay originatefrom alluvial streamsde-

I Slope
r

bauching into the cell from adjoining cells or from nonalluvial streams and rills. In the latter case the incoming Q sbi
equals the total volume of upstream nonalluvial channel
erosion less the proportion of load carried as wash load,
correspondingto the assumptionthat downstream routing of
sediment through nonalluvial channels is very rapid compared to the iteration time step.
Although alluvial transport is assumed to occur in

2-

•'

0

.o

•

-2-

well-defined

channels

whose width

is less than the simula-

tion cell width, over long periods of time the channel is
assumed to erode or deposit over the entire area of the
cell, so that the divisor L W in (29) becomes the area of
-5

the cell, &2.However,the channelwidthusedin (28) to

Slope ErosionRate

calculate transport capacity is the local channel width W
(equation (15)).
of potentialslopeerosionrate Oz/Otlm
andpotentialchannel The implementation of the differential equationsgoverning
erosionrateOz/Otlc,illustrating
thethreecasesa, b, andc in erosion (4), (5), (16), (17), (21), (24), and (25) is generally
Figure2. For thisillustrationOz/Otlc= -2.0, F = 15, and
straightforwardfinite differenceapproximation (e.g., (29)). A
•= 0.1.
primary concern is selection of a temporal increment that
assuresnumerical stability. Each of the processesoutlined
In theseequations,qsois bed sedimenttransportrate in bulk above has a characteristic maximum time step, and the
volume of sediment per unit time per unit channel width, •o overall model must utilize the minimum of these. However,
is the fall velocity of the sedimentgrains, d is the sediment the maximumtime stepfor sedimenttransportdivergence

Figure 3.

Graph of overall erosion rate 0z/0t as a function

grainsize, g is alluviumporosity,and % is the unit weightof

erosion(29) is lessby a factorof 103to 104thanthatfor

sediment grains. Bed load or total load formulas are commonly expressedas a power function relationship:

slope or bedrock channel erosion. This occurs primarily for
channelswith large drainagearea and low gradient. Because
the exponent of gradient in (28) is •2, small changes in
c• -- K e
,
(27) gradient create large variations in transport rate so that time
steps must be very small to assure that numerical errors are
not amplified. Willgoose[1989] utilizes a predictor-corrector
where 1/• c is the thresholdfor transport. For sand bed
numerical algorithm to maximize allowable time steps, but
channels with high effective discharges,the exponent p in
computational burdens are still very high.
total load formulas is generally about 3, and 1/• c is a
An alternative approach is used here for alluvial channels
negligible correction. As was discussedby Howard [1980]
with
large drainage areas, which permits simulation of alluand Willgooseet al. [1991a], this equation can be recast into
vial
channel
evolution usingworkstationsrather than supera relationshipbetween total bed sedimentdischargeQsO
computers.
The
timescale for alluvial channel regrading due
(qsbW), drainage area, and gradient using (26), (27), and
to
changes
in
supply
of sedimentor water from upstream or
(11)-(15).
due to local uplift base level changesis assumedto be short
Qsb
= KqAeb[KvA
O'6e(l-b)sO'7
- 1/Xltc]P,(28a) compared to that for overall evolution of basin relief. The
short timescale of alluvial channel regrading is manifest in
where
many drainage basins by the often multifold deposition and
dissection of terraces in response to changes in hydraulic
Keoo
(1 - i•)KwKa
ø
regime over time periods during which overall basin relief
has changedvery little. The approach is to utilize the longer
time step At which is appropriate for slope and bedrock
channel erosion, thus ignoringthe type of short-term fluctuations responsiblefor terraces.
At the head of each section of alluvial channel a discharge
In evaluatingthe sedimentdivergence,it is assumedthat
of
sedimentQsj is deliveredby upstreamchannelerosion,
all sedimenttransportingflows occur in channelswith local
contribution
of QsjAtduringeachtime
width W given by (15). The net erosionis thereforegiven by makinga volumetric
the following relationship between the total sedimentinflux step; the subscriptj is used because each channel or slope
draining into the alluvial channel contributes individually to
into Qsbiand outflowfrom Qsooa given cell'
the overall sedimentdischargeQ s. This volumetric contriOZ
(Qsbi- Qsbo)
bution is routed downstream, in general, being deposited
Otc
LW '
(29) within n segments(elements) of the alluvial channel system.
If Z i is the mean elevation of a given alluvial segment,then
where L is the length of the channelthroughthe cell. Several the overall volume V of the alluvial channel between the
adjacent cells may contribute to the sedimentinflux to a cell, nonalluvial upstream node at elevation Z 0 and the downbut the outflux occursto the adjacentcell with the steepest streamunmodifiednode with elevation En+ 1 is

Kq= (7s-'Y)
pdp-•

(28b)
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of repose gradient of •fr. The routing scheme takes into
consideration that a channel segment with a subareal upstream node and a submerged downstream node will have a
(30)
portion of the segment having gradient '•fi and part with
SinceZ• = Zo - Solo and Z2 = Z• - S• l•, etc., where Si gradient •er.
is the gradientand I i is the lengthof each channelsegment(/5
Another special circumstance occurs for the first case

V= 0.5,52[(Z0
+ Z•) + (Z• + Z2) +---+ (Zn+ Zn+•)].

or 2•/2/5
depending
uponwhether
thechannel
isparallelto a
matrix edge or diagonal),

1

i=1

(31)

A parallel expressioncan be written for the volume øVthat
occurs at the end of the time step, with •'i representingthe
final elevationsand •ei the final gradients.The net deposited
volume of sediment for an individual nonalluvial upstream
contribution during the time step equals the difference bethe two

is nonallu-

new elevation •'i is lessthan the existingelevationZi, then

1

V=152n+•i Zø- nSølø
- Z (n- i)Sili
+• Zn+,ß

tween

locations

vial. If one of these locations is nonalluvial and the predicted

n-1

[( )

when one or more of the downstream

the alluvial channel is backgradedfrom the existing elevation
using a formula similar to (36), and bed sediment that is not
depositedis routed further downstreamthrough the bedrock
section.

Since many nonalluvial slopes and channels may each

contribute
sedimentQ•jAt duringeachtimestep,the calculation is repeated for each of these sources, with each
previously calculated new elevation •'i, now becoming the

initial elevation Zi for the new source. Thus alluvial channels may undergo several subiterationsof deposition during
each time step.

volumes:

Finally, the upstream location at Z0 is converted to an

QsjAt= • - V.

(32) alluvial channelif the calculatednew gradient•e0 is lessthan

The final gradients•i of the alluvial channelnodes(1 ßßßn)
are the steady state gradients given by solving (28) for

gradientusingthe total nonalluvialsedimentcontributionQs
upstream from each node. The solution marches downstream, initially assumingn = 1 and that the elevationsZ 0
and Zn+ • are fixed, solving(32) for the gradients•f0 and '•fn
by substituting (31) and the parallel expression for •:

the steady state alluvial gradient calculated using (28).
This routing procedure is used for all alluvial channel
nodes except for those which do not lie along the path of
sediment routing from an upstream nonalluvial channel
during a given iteration; such nodes are regraded using the
finite difference approximation (29). In addition, the finite
difference

solution

is used for those few alluvial

nodes that

both (1) lie immediately downstream from a bedrock channel
and (2) have zero sediment transport rate from (28).
The accuracy of this routing technique was validated by
simulationsof stream profiles using both the routing scheme
and traditional finite difference techniques; simulated profiles were nearly identical, even in the case of initially
nonalluvial channels being replaced by retrograding alluvial
channels after the base level is fixed (similar to the twodimensional simulations shown in Figure 18).

•fo=So-[•
(n-i)(S
i-•f
i)li
q_
(QsjAt)/15
2/[n/o],
i=I

(33)

•en
=[(Z0
-Zn+l)
--•e010
--• •fili]/ln.
(34)
i=1

Transitions.

The calculation proceeds iteratively, increasing n until one
of the following occurs: (1) the gradient of the final segment
•en is less than or equal to the steady state alluvial gradient
for the local drainage area and total sediment discharge, or

(2) locationn is a fixedboundary
pointwithelevationZœ.In
the former case all of the bed sediment supplied from
upstream is deposited, and the new elevations •'i of the
alluvial channel points are calculated from
i-1

•'i = ZO- •folo-• •fklk.

(35)

k=l

In the latter case, the channel is graded upstream from the
fixed boundary point, with the assumption that undeposited
sediment load is carried from the system, so that
i+1

•'i: Zfq- Z

(36)

k=n-1

where

the index

k is decremented.

Special treatment is required for deltaic deposition into a
water-filled depression or sea. Submerged alluvial bed sediment deposits are assumed to be foreset beds with an angle

All

cells

in the

simulation

matrix

have

a

contribution to erosion or deposition from either an alluvial
or a nonalluvial channel, but the two types of channels are
mutually exclusive. Thus the model must provide criteria for
temporal and spatial transitions.
If the channel in a cell is currently nonalluvial, the
sedimentarriving from upstream and that locally eroded by
the channel is consideredto be transported without deposition and to be routed instantaneously(relative to the simulation timescale) through the nonalluvial network. During
each iteration the total potential bedload transport capacity
of the channel in each cell is calculated (using (28)), and if the
actual transport rate exceeds the potential rate, then the cell
is converted

to an alluvial

channel.

When

such a transition

occursthe base of the alluvial deposit is set equal to the local
elevation.

So long as erosion due to sediment divergence in an
alluvial channel during an iteration is less than the thickness
of the alluvium, the channel remains alluvial. However,
alluvial channels in nature and in the model may also occur
under conditions of slow downcutting (such that the base of
the alluvial deposit is constantly reset during each iteration
to the local elevation). The maximum amount of erosion that
an alluvial

channel

on shallow

alluvium

over

bedrock

can

accomplish is considered to equal the rate for nonalluvial
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channels
intobedrock(Oz/Otlc,givenby (16)).If theerosion characterized by a temporally constant "dominant" disdue to sedimentdivergence(using(29) or the routingprocedure of (30)-(36)) exceeds this value within a channel on

charge representingthe integrated effect of the time-varying

shallow alluvium, then the channel is converted to a nonal-

The simulationproceedsby iterations with a specifiedtime
increment, and rates of mass wasting, sediment transport,
and fluvial bedrock erosion scaled by the relationships
presented above. Gradients and drainage areas, as well as
depth and flow outlets of enclosed depressions,are recalcu-

luvial channel.
Simulation

Procedures

The simulations reported here are conducted on a 100 x
100 square matrix. Distances and areas are scaled using an
assumedunity cell size and a contributing area of unity to
each cell. In internal cells, drainage and mass wasting may
occur toward any of the eight neighboring cells. Sediment
and dischargeleave each cell only toward that cell with the
steepest downslope gradient, taking into account the difference in distancetoward diagonalcells. However, calculation
of mass-wasting flux divergence is based upon relative
elevations of the matrix point and of the eight surrounding
points. Drainage areas are determined by accumulatingflow
downslope and downchannel, with each matrix element
contributing a unit drainage area.
Three types of boundary cells exist. The lower matrix
edge is assumedto be a level surface of specifiedelevation.
For simulationsof steady state drainagebasin development

flows in nature.

lated after each iteration.

The selectionof spatial and temporal scalesis an important concern in simulation modeling. The time step is selected so that the solution is numerically stable and that
further decreasein the time step does not alter the resulting
landforms. The spatial scale of the simulated landscapeis
determinedby the relative values of the masswasting(Ks

and K t in (6)) and fluvial (K t and K z in (16)) constantsof
proportionality. Depending upon the selected constants, the
simulated landscape can have numerous or few channels.
The simulationsshown here utilize fluvial and mass-wasting
constantsthat give a high drainage density while adequately
representing divide convexity.

thislower edgeis loweredat a constantrate oz/otlo.This Results
matrix edgeis the controllingbaselevel and can generallybe
consideredto be a master drainage line of negligibly small
gradient. Lateral matrix edgesare periodic; water, regolith,
or sediment moving across, say, the left boundary is reintroduced across the right boundary, and calculation of
gradients and divergences consider the two edges to be
adjacent. The upper row of matrix cells is assumedto be
impenetrable by water, regolith, or sediment. In most cases
this boundary accordingly becomes a drainage divide, althoughit can also lie along a channel(e.g., part of the upper
boundary in Figure 12b).
A variety of initial conditions are utilized in the simulations. Most simulationsstart from a nearly planar surface
that has a superimposed quasi-fractal random elevation
variation generatedin a manner similar to that describedby
Kirkby [ 1986a, b]. The influence of initial conditions on basin
morphology is discussedbelow.
Becauseof the random elevation component,depressions
may exist. The influence of depressionsupon mass wasting
is automatically accountedfor in the calculationof gradient
divergence (5). Two endpoint behaviors of water flow and
sedimenttransport are considered.In the first, "dry," case,
water reaching the bottom of an encloseddepressiondisappears (correspondingto flow volumes being unable to fill the
depressionduring a runoff event) and sedimentin transport
is deposited at the lowest point of the depression. In the
"wet" case, flow fills the depression to overflowing, and
lakes occur on the surface. Fluvial sedimententering a lake
is immediately deposited, but water flow is routed downstream without loss; no fluvial transport or scour can occur
within lakes. All simulationsreported here assumethe wet
case. In steady state simulations, initial enclosed depressions disappear rapidly.
Generally, the bedrock and regolith erosionalsusceptibility and the water runoff yield are assumedto be spatially
uniform and temporally constant. Individual flow events are
not modeled, and it is assumed that the erosional and

Simulations have been conducted with a range of model
parameter values and a variety of initial and boundary
conditions.These simulationshave implicationswith regard
to several important issues in drainage basin morphology
and evolution, including inheritance from initial conditions,
the roles of random and chaotic processes, definition of
drainagedensity, model validation, and optimality principles
applied to drainage basin evolution.
Steady State SimulationsWith No Alluvial Channels

A simple and informative type of simulation involves a
steady rate of lowering of the lower boundary, representing
either a constant rate of base level drop or constant rate of
uplift with a fixed location of base level. Under these
conditions a steady state topography eventually develops
from any initial conditionsin which all parts of the landscape
erode vertically at a constant rate. Furthermore, gradients
and slope orientations become constant, and the fluvial
drainage network becomes fixed. Actually, because some
cells have essentially equal gradients toward two or more
adjacent cells, a few oscillations of the drainage directions
occur on slopes, but these are imperceptible in the topographic maps (e.g., Figure 4) or summary statistics of basin
morphology. Illustrative examples of steady state basin
morphologyfor various combinations of model parameters
are discussedbelow. Values of simulation parameters are
presented in Table 1. All of these steady state simulations
assume that the entire channel network

is nonalluvial.

The simplestmodel. Although the model provides a general framework for slope and channel evolution in regolithmantied environments, one purpose of this modeling is to
ascertain the mathematically simplest models that are physically reasonableand can produce realistic topography.One
such case occurs when all channels are nonalluvial, when
there is no critical shear stress and no near-failure

contribu-

tion to slope erosion, and when regolith and bedrock are
sediment transport potential of the calculated discharges, equally erodible (F = 1). In this case, (17), (21), and (24)
parameterized as a function of drainage area only, can be simplify to
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Figure 4. Simulatedsteadystatelandscapeproducedby simulationmodelfor F - 1 and no critical shear
stress. Erosion is governed by (38). Note that simulation is not scaled to any particular natural landscape;
both horizontal and vertical scales in this and the other simulations should be considered to be arbitrary.

Oz

Oz

ot

Thus the erosion rate is a linear combination

Oz

(37)

ot
rn

and substitutingfrom (5), (6), (8), (15), (16), and (17b),

increases. All cells have some contribution

-1KwKaKtKzA
b
e(O.6+O.4b)sO.7
Oz/Ot
= -V2Z- 13
.
(38)

Table

1.

Parameters

for Simulation

of fluvial erosion

and mass wasting.

Runs

Parameter and Defining Equation

KtKz

Ks

F

Ktr c

m

n

(16)

(6)

(17)

(16)

(16)

(16)

4

1.0

0.004

1.0

0.0

0.3

0.7

6, 10, 11, 13a-13c

1.0

1.0

500.0

0.0

0.3

0.7

7
8*
12a
12b

1.0
1.0
1.7
1.0

1.0
0.1
1.0
7.0

500.0
500.0
500.0
500.0

5.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.3
0.3
0.18
1.0

0.7
0.7
1.18
1.0

177
18$

1.0
1.0

0.1
3.0

50.0
500.0

0.0
0.0

0.3
0.3

0.7
0.7

Figures

and 16

All simulations
assume
/i = 1, KwKa
ø = 0.005 (equation
(15)),be = 0.5 (equation
(15)),and
q3(S) = S (equation (8)). Steady state simulationsassumeOz/Ot= -1.0 at lower matrix edge.

*Thresholdslopeparameters
in (6) are Kf = 0.5, Kx - 4.63, and a = 3.0, givinga threshold
gradient of 0.6.

?Sediment
transport
parameters
in (28)areKq -- 500.0,Kv = 1, e = 0.6, b = 0.5, p = 3.0, and
1/•c = 1.3.

$Sediment
transport
parameters
in (28)areKq = 100.0,Kv 1, e - 1.0, b = 0.5, p = 3.0, and
1/• c = 0.0.

of a diffusive

mass-wastingterm (the Laplacian) which tends to smooth
the topography and channel erosion term which becomes
more important (for a given gradient) as drainage area
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Figure 5. Plots of actual and theoreticalvaluesof gradient(Figures 5a and 5c) and divergence(Figures
5b and 5d) as a function of contributingarea for the simulationsin Figure 4 (Figures 5a and 5b) and Figure
6 (Figures 5c and 5d).

Figure 4 shows a steady state drainage basin resulting
from these assumptions.Steady state solutionsto (38) result
in landscapespartitioned into a majority of cells in which the
diffusive term dominates (the slopes and divides) and a
dendritic valley network dominated by fluvial erosion. The
simulation model does not directly specify the location of
stream channels; rather, channel locations result from the
interaction of the two terms in (38) with the initial random
topography.
The relative influence of the two terms in (38) can be
illustrated by plotting average land surface gradient and
slope divergence versus contributing area (Figures 5a and
5b). Each graphed point is the average gradient or divergence for matrix cells having drainage areas within the
(logarithmic) range surroundingeach area interval. The form

of the relationshipshowinga peak gradientvalue at a certain
contributing area has been noted in digital elevation data
from natural drainage basins [Willgoose et al., 1992; Tarboton et al., 1992] and in the simulationmodel of Willgoose
et al. [1991d]. Four limiting theoretical curves are shown in
Figures 5a and 5b. The "theoretical slope" curve showsthe
gradients that would be necessary on a one-dimensional
slope profile for diffusional mass wasting or rain splash to
produce the steady state erosion rate (i.e., if only the first
term in (38) were important). Because of two-dimensional
divergence and erosion attributable to term 2 in (38), this
theoretical curve predicts gradientslarger than are observed,
except at divides (contributing area equal to unity). Figure

5bshowstheactualslopegradient
divergences
(V 2z) andthe
theoretical value (which is independent of drainagearea) that
would be required for erosion entirely by diffusion. Except
close to divides, the actual slope divergence is much less
than the theoretical

value because of the erosional

contribu-

tion of the second term in (38).
Two additional theoretical curves are shown in Figure 5a.
These are gradients that would be expected downstream
where

fluvial

erosion

dominates.

The

lower

of the

two

curves shows gradients that would occur if only the second
term in (38) were important in fluvial erosion, that is, if
channels did not have to erode regolith. Clearly, some

contribution

of the first term occurs in the simulated

land-

scape even in the larger channels. The upper curve assumes
that both terms in (38) are important and that the volume of
regolith delivered to each unit length of channelper unit time
equals the total volumetric erosion rate divided by the total
length of the valley network (as defined by the criterion
discussedbelow). The actual gradient curve falls somewhat
below

this second curve

because

some fluvial

erosion

of

regolith occurs on slopes upstream from the drainage
sources.

Stronglyerodibleregolith. The next most simple combination of model parametersoccurswhen the regolith is much
more erodible than bedrock, that is, when the parameter F is
large. Figure 6 shows a steady state solution in which F =
500. Because of the multiple solution casesimplied in (17),
(21), and (24), a singlegoverningdifferential equation cannot
be written. However, a strong trade-off occurs between

dominanceby diffusiveslopeerosionnear divides(Oz/Otlm
in (5)) and dominance by channel erosion downstream

(Oz/otl• in (16)). This is illustratedin the gradientand
divergence versus contributing area graph (Figures 5c and
5d). The portions of the graph near the divides (small
contributing area) are similar to the pattern seen in Figures
5a and 5b. However, owing to the negligible influence of
regolith influx in determining erosion rates in larger channels, the theoretical curve for no contribution from regolith
influx is a very close approximation to the simulated gradients on the right side of Figure 5c.
The minor contribution of runoff erosion very close to
divides for both F = 1 and F = 500 suggeststhat the neglect
of variable source areas for runoff implicit in the use of (14)
may not greatly affect landscape form.
The topographiesproducedwith F = 1 (Figure 4) and F =
500 (Figure 6) are similar in broad pattern and drainage
density (they start from the same initial conditions), but
differ in details of morphology and pattern of branching. In
the case of F = 1, low-order tributaries are relatively short
compared with higher-order streams (low exterior-interior
link length ratio), whereas the F = 500 channel system has
nearly equal interior and exterior link lengths. In the latter
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Figure 6. Steadystatetopography
producedwith F = 500 andno criticalshearstress.
case, division of the landscapeinto low-order networks is
more complete, and flow indirectness(average flow path
lengthsdivided by straight-linedistanceto the basinmouth)
is higherthan for F = 1. In the caseof F = 500, transitions

debrisin steadystatetopographycan be accommodatedby
very slightchangesin gradient.Slopeprofilesare therefore
nearly linear, and dividesare narrow and sharp(Figure 8).
Suchtopographyis commonin subalpineareaswith abun-

convex divides to channeled low-order streams is
dant frost-weathered coarse debris that undergoesappreciaabrupt, whereas for F = 1, broad hollows occupy a com- ble movement only when gradients approach the angle of
paratively larger proportionof the landscape.These mor- repose[Carson and PetIcy, 1970; Carson, 1971]. Howard
phologicaldifferenceslargely result from the more concave [1994]arguesthat badlandsin Mancos Shale near the Henry
channelprofile for the case of F = 1 than for F = 500 (see Mountains, Utah, which have nearly linear profiles and very
narrow divides (Figure 9), are an example of masswasting
below).
Critical shearstressfor fluvial erosion. Including a critical controlunder near-thresholdconditionsby saggingand small
shear stressfor fluvial erosion(•c in (16)) producesa very slumps.
sharp transition between slopes and divides lacking any

from

fluvial erosion and the channel network (Figure 7). The

imposition of a critical shear stress lowers the drainage
densityand producesstronglyconvex slopeprofiles.Owing

Effect of Initial Conditions and Inheritance
on Basin Form and Evolution

The initial topography has a strong influence upon the
evolution of topography in the simulations, primarily
slopes near divides equals the theoretical divergencefor throughdeterminingthe overalllayout of main channelsand
divides, less so in terms of details of individual slopes,and
erosion solely by diffusive masswasting.
Although the critical shear stressis includedto represent only modestlyin termsof influenceon averagedmorphometthe flow conditionsnecessaryto induceentrainment,it might tic properties such as drainagedensity, hypsometricintealso be used in an ad hoc manner to represent landscapes gral, and momentsof slopegradientor divergence.Many of
with permeable regolith in which runoff erosion on upper the simulations started from an initially nearly fiat topograslopesis negligibleandfluvialerosionfirstoccursin hollows phy with randomfractalperturbationswhich are manytimes
smaller than the relief of the steady state topography. The
from partial contributing area runoff.
Thresholdmasswasting. If a critical thresholdslope is simulatedlandscapesin Figures 10a and 10b have identical

to the absence of fluvial erosion, the actual divergence on

assumed
in masswasting
(Kf > 0 in (6))andif creepmoment erosional histories, and simulation constants are identical,
is restricted (small Ks), then the rapid increasein mass but the initial random fractal topography is different. The
wasting rates with slope gradient near the thresholdmeans arrangementof drainagebasinsand dividesis dissimilar,but
that the downslope increase in volume of mass-wasting the average basin morphometry is alike.
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Figure 7.

Steady state topography produced with F = 500 and a critical shear stressof 5.0.

Thus identical model parameters, spatial boundary conditions, and downcutting histories produces very different
steady state drainage basins depending on initial conditions,
and these differences can persist indefinitely. This means
that a very wide range of possible steady state solutionsto
the equations governing basin evolution exist (e.g., (38));
there are, however, a presumably much larger set of topographic forms that are not steady state solutions.
Differences in initial conditions strongly influence transient behavior during early stages of dissection, and some
systematic influencescan persist even as steady state topography is approached. Figures 1l a and 1l c compare the early
stagesof evolution for different initial conditions, assuming
that base level starts to drop at a constant rate at the
beginningof the simulation. The basin in Figure 1l a started
from a nearly horizontal surface with very low relief fractal
topography (the eventual steady state topography is shown
in Figure lea). Because of the low relief and therefore
sluggishdrainage,erosionprogressesheadward as a wave of
dissection, similar to patterns observed in natural terrace
and emergent lake bed erosion [Carter and Chorley, 1961;
Bryan et al., 1987; Campbell, 1989]. The pattern of headward extension is governed by the subtle fractal topography
drainage divides on the upland. If the original topographyis
a nearly planar, but appreciably sloping surface (with slight
superimposed fractal variation) dipping toward the base
level edge (Figure l lb), the steeper gradients allow more
rapid and more general dissection of the surface (Figure
1l c), much as occurs in the dissection of natural alluvial
fans. This dependence of dissection pattern upon initial
surface slope was discussedby Zernitz [1932] and demon-

strated in model erosion experiments by Phillips [ 1987]. The
influence of the initial slope persists even into the steady
state topography (compare Figures lea and 11d). Basins
produced by initially fiat, fractal topography are irregular
and wandering on the broad scale (although not at the scale
of first- and second-orderbasins). By contrast, those resulting from dissection of a sloping surface are strongly aligned
down the direction of the original slope and elongate. Therefore it is likely that natural drainage basins may retain in the
broad arrangement of drainage channels and divides influences from very long ago.
Effect of Differences in Downstream Basin Concavity

In steady state simulationsthe downstreamchannel profile
is a simple power function of drainage area. Using (16) and
(21), setting Oz/Otto a constant erosion rate -E, and assuming that the contribution of eroded regolith per unit length of

streamchannel,Oz/Otlm,is a spatiallyuniformconstantEs:
S = K,,A "

(39a)

K u = (Ec/Kt + Vc)/Kz,

(39b)

u = -e. 6e(1 - b)/e. 7,

(39c)

Ec = (E/i3 - Es)/(Fse)

(39d)

where

In the generalcase, K u is a function of drainagearea due
to the terms/3 and se in (39d). If the regolith is much more
erodiblethan the bedrock (F >> 1), then E½ -• E and K u is
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Figure8. Steadystatetopography
for simulation
with a criticalslopegradient(Kf > 0) in (6).

areally constant. If the assumed value of u is only slightly
less than zero (Figure 12a with u = -0.15) then channel
gradients decrease very slowly downstream. Simulated basins are long, narrow, and closely aligned along the regional
topographic trend. The effect of initial conditions upon the
drainage pattern is slight and indirect. Although the simulation model restrictsjunction anglesto 45ø increments, most
junction angles are as small as is allowed (45ø). If the
assumedvalue of u is much less than zero (Figure 12b with
u = -1.0), gradients decrease very rapidly downstream,
and low-order basins are very compact and rounded, but
high-order basins are wandering and irregular with drainage

define steady state: (1) no net change in average gradient
from iteration to iteration and (2) approach to a constant,
small number of local direction changes (a few local changes
in flow direction persist into the steady state). So defined,
steady state is reached after a cumulative lowering of base
level that is approximately 3 times that of the final steady
state relief. Slope profile simulations presented by Ahnert
[ 1988] show a similar ratio between total erosion and relief at
attainment of steady state.

Comparison With Optimal Drainage Basin Models

Several models of drainage basin development incorporat-

patternsstronglyinfluencedbY initial conditions.Junction ing optimality criteria have been proposed over the years.
angles tend to be larger than for the previous case. In the
present model for bedrock erosion proportional to shear
stress, an appropriate value for u is about -1.1 for F = 1
and -0.45 for F = 500. However, if bedrock erosion is more
appropriately related to stream power as was assumedby
Seidl and Dietrich [1992], the exponent u will be about - 1.0
assuming F = 500 (Figure 12b). Although not simulated
here, the circumstance where the major channels are sand
bed alluvial results in downstream profiles with u --• -0.25
[Howard, 1980; Howard and Kerby, 1983] and for coarsebed alluvial u --• -0.6 to -0.9 depending upon degree of
downstream fining [Hack, 1957; Pizzuto, 1992].
Timescalesof Approach to Steady State
All steady state simulationsmade under a variety of model
parameters were examined to determine the length of time
required to develop steady state topographyfrom arbitrary,
low relief

initial

conditions.

Two

criteria

were

utilized

to

Howard [1971a, 1990a]developed a "stream capture" model
that starts from randomly generated drainage basins and
modifies these by successively rearranging the drainage
pattern such that streamsfollow the steepest available path
downstream, assumingthat gradients are related to drainage
area via (39). Howard [1971a, 1972] showed that the stream
capture algorithm minimizes both mean elevation and total
stream power within drainage networks subject to (39) as a
constraint. Howard [1971b, 1990a] also showed that (39) also
implies optimal junction anglesthat are larger on the average
as the absolute value of u becomes larger. The stream
capture criterion and the junction angle model are selfconsistent and also are consistent with a minimum power
optimization criterion. Recently, Rodriguez-Iturbe et al.
[1992], Rigon et al. [1993], and Ijjasz-Vasquez et al. [1993]
have proposed a similar optimality criterion for basin morphology using (39) as the optimal relationship between
gradient and drainagearea. The optimal search algorithm of
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Figure 9. Natural badland slopesin the Mancos shalebadlandsnear Caineville, Utah. Note the nearly
linear slope profiles and the very narrow divides.

Ijjasz-Vasquez et al. [1993] is essentially equivalent to the
Howard [1971a] stream capture model.
By contrast, the present model is basedupon mechanistic
process laws not directly related to optimality criteria.

(a)

However, the present model and the stream capture model
can be compared in their predictions of steady state stream
patterns. Starting conditions for a simulation with the
present model were a gently sloping surface with superim-

(b)

Figure 10. Two simulations of steady state topography for which initial conditions are different
realizations of low-relief random fractal topography.
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(b)
!

(c)

(d)

Figure11. Simulations
starting
fromdifferent
typesofinitialconditions.
(a)Earlystageof dissection
of
aninitiallyverylowreliefrandom
fractaltopography.
Thefinalsteadystatelandscape
is shownin Figure
10a.(b)Initialconditions
forthesimulations
shownin Figure1lc. Thisisa random
fractaltopography
with
a superimposed
slope.(c)Earlystageof dissection
of theinitiallandscape
shownin Figure10b.Amount
andrateof baselevelloweringequalsthatshownin Figure1l a. (d) Thefinalsteadystatetopography
for
the initial conditions shown in Figure 1lb.

posedrandomfractalvariations.Becausethe streamcapture
modelrequiresan integrateddrainagenetworkas an initial
condition,the drainagedirectionsafter 30 iterationsof the
presentmodelwith a constantrate of baselevel lowering

far from attainingsteadystateadherenceto (39). The stream

were used to initiate the stream capture model (Figure 13a;

13d).The streamcapturemodelassumesthat all locationson
the matrix are drained by a stream, so that an assumed
criticaldrainageareaof fivecellshasbeenusedto reducethe
drainagedensityasplottedin Figure 13dto a valuecommen-

streampatternin Figure 13b).The basinafter 500iterations
is shownin Figure 1l c, and the steadystate is shownin
Figure 1l d. The startingconditionfor captureis only slight
dissectionof the original surface,and streamgradientsare

patternsresultingfrom the steadystate solutionto the
presentmodelareshownin Figure13candmaybe compared
with thoseproducedby the streamcapturemodel (Figure

surate with that from the present model.
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Figure 12. Effect of streamprofile concavity on drainagebasin morphology.(a) Steady state landscape
in which downstream fluvial concavity u (39) equals -0.15. (b) Steady state landscapewith u = -1.0.

The drainage patterns produced by both the present
(Figure 13c) and stream capture models (Figure 13d) are
similar in terms of the predicted location and shapeof major
basins and both are quite altered from the initial pattern
(Figure 13b). Some discrepancies occur, as might be expected from exclusion of slope processesfrom the stream
capture model. The similarity of predictions by the two
models indicates that a closer comparison of their assumptions and processesof evolution is appropriate.
Two end-members of drainage rearrangement occur in the
stream capture model. In downstream locations the classic
case of capture of one stream by an adjacent one may occur.
Similar captures can occur in the present model in the
absence of intervening divides because water is assumed to
follow the steepestpath downhill. Most suchchangesin both
models occur very early in basin evolution. In fact, by the
time that 30 iterations had progressedin the present model
(Figures 13a and 13b), most such captures had already
occurred prior to creation of high divides. Only a few
downstream captures occurred with either model during
subsequent evolution, so that the high-order streams remained relatively fixed.
Drainage modification in the present model occurs primarily throughthe slow shiftingof divides and the corresponding
growth or abandonment of low-order streams. This occurs in
responseto asymmetry of relief on the two sidesof a divide,
much like the evolution of the Blue Ridge escarpment as
discussedby Hack [1982]. Long, narrow basinsin which the
drainage area increasesslowly downstreamare at a competitive disadvantage to more compact basins, and they are
often cannibalized by divide migration. This process is
responsible for most of the changes in drainage pattern
shown in Figure 13. The stream capture model also includes
divide migration in an ad hoc manner in that headwater
streams can be diverted to an adjacent drainage basin if the

gradient from the head of the stream to the adjacent basin is
steeperthan the present downstream gradient.
Becausestreamsare restricted to eight flow directionsand
mustpassthroughmatrix cell locationsin the presentmodel,
the type of valley migration optimization proposed by
Howard [1990a] cannot occur.

In conclusion, the present model and earlier optimality
modelsproduce similar predicted stream network morphology, and the physical processesincorporated in the present
model can be viewed as an explanation for the successof the
optimality models.
Definition of the Drainage Network and Area-Slope
Relationshipsat Sources

The factors determiningthe location and density of valleys
and stream channels in drainage basins is a perennial concern in geomorphology,with implications for understanding
of drainage basin origin, scale and morphology, basin hydrology, and effects of natural and man-induced process
changes, among other things. Some confusion has resulted
from a failure to distinguish between the "channel" (or
"stream") network, defined by channels with well-defined
banks and sources [e.g., Mark, 1983; Montgomery and
Dietrich,

1988, 1989, 1992; Dietrich

et al.,

1992, 1993;

Dietri.
chandDunne,1993]andthe "valley" (or "drainage")
network, which is defined on the basis of basin morphometry. These are, of course, related, in that stream channels
occupy most drainage networks, but the channel network
may expand or contract as a result of short-term climate or
land use changes(for example, $chumm [ 1956a]and Howard
and Kerby [1983] discuss seasonal cycles of rill growth due
to summer rains and its infilling due to winter mass wasting,
Hack and Goodlett [1957] and Williams and Guy [1973]
outline extension of the channel network in the Appalachians due to scouring and avalanching and its gradual
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Figure 13. Comparison of drainage patterns produced by present model with Howard's [1971, 1990a]
stream capture model. (a) Very early stage of dissection of initial sloping, fractal landscape shown in
Figure 1lb. (b) Drainage pattern for landscapeshownin Figure 13a, which servesas the initial conditions
for the streamcapture model (channelswith drainagearea lessthan five not shown). (c) Final steady state
drainagenetwork producedby presentmodel (correspondsto landscapeshownin Figure 11d). (d) Stream
network produced by stream capture model starting from initial network shown in Figure 13b. Only
channelswith drainage area of five or greater are shown.

retreat between major storms, Dietrich and Dunne [1978]
and Dietrich et al. [1986] show that headwater hollows are
episodically flushed by landsliding, and there is a large
literature on hillslope dissectionby gullying due to climatic
or land use changes). The factors determining the locations
of channelheadscan often be modeledby consideringfluvial
and/or landslidingprocessessingly or in combination(e.g.,
analyses of the threshold of runoff erosion and its implica-

tions to channel initiation [Horton, 1945; Smith and Bretherton, 1972;Loewenherz, 1991] and the recent applicationof
processmodelsto field location of channelheadsby Dietrich
and his colleagues [Montgomery and Dietrich, 1988, 1989,
1992; Dietrich et al., 1992, 1993].
By contrast, valley networks result from the cumulative
action of erosional processes over the longer timescales
commensuratewith the evolution of the large-scaletopogra-
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phy. A number of simulation models have illustrated the
convexo-concave profile resulting from the downslope process transition from diffusional to concentrative [e.g., Carson and Kirkby, 1972;Armstrong, 1976;Ahnert, 1976, 1987a;
Hirano, 1975, 1976; Kirkby, 1986, 1987; Band, 1985; Willgoose et al., 1991a, b, c].
A network and its associated drainage density can be
defined for either or both of the channel and valley system,
but they are not equivalent. Field survey is generally necessary to define the channel network, althoughprocessmodeling can help to produce predictive relationships based
upon basin morphometry, as in the above-cited studies of
Dietrich and colleagues.The valley network is morphometrically defined.
0.01
Although the model of Willgoose et al. [1991a, b, c]
-5
-4.5
-4
-3.5
-3
-2.5
-2
-1.5
-1
-0.5
0
includes an activation threshold for the channel network,
NormalizedCriticalDivergence
this is not a necessaryfeature for drainage basin development, as the present model illustrates. In the present model, Figure 14. Drainage density resulting from assumptionof
various values of normalized critical divergenceD t, for (a)
concentrativeas well as diffusionalprocessesare assumedto
landscapeshown in Figure 4, (b) landscapeshown in Figure
occur within each landscape cell. However, there is a 6, and (c) landscape shown in Figure 7. Drainage networks
handover of processdominancein a narrow zone (Figure 5). shownin Figures4, 6, and 7 correspondto D t = --0.8.
In making the correspondence between the model and
natural drainage basins, the channels on headwater convex
and linear portions of the landscapepresumablywould be
ephemeral, owing to the dominanceof diffusionalprocesses. ters were measured using 3 x 3 moving filters using the
In downstreamvalley bottom locations,the diffusionalpro- approach outlined by Zevenbergen and Thorne [1987] and
cessesoperate on slopesmarginal to the stream within each Moore et al. [1991]. Among these, the gradient divergence
cell (Figure 2), although overall erosion is dominated by normalized by mean gradient D was most successful in
satisfyingthe above desiderata:
fluvial erosion.

Thus in the present model neither a channel or valley
network is specifieda priori nor are channelheadsdefinedby
the governing equations (although in the case of a finite
critical shear stressfluvial erosion starts abruptly at some
distancefrom divides). Therefore an operationaldefinitionis
required. One common approach has been to specify a
critical support area [e.g., O'Callaghan and Mark, 1984;
Tarboton et al., 1991]. This approach is usable for drainage
networks within areally uniform topographybut is inappropriate for landforms with large areal variation in local relief
[Tribe, 1992], such as the transient simulation shown in

Figure 11a. The other major approachdefineschannelsas all
areas with concave upward topography [e.g., Peuker and
Douglas, 1972; Band, 1986]. Surprisingly little work has
been done to investigateother criteria, althoughMark [ 1983]
suggestscontour curvature, and Tribe [1992] presents an
algorithm that utilizes a threshold slope plus a V-shaped
topography as criteria. Problems of distortions and noise
(e.g., spurious sinks) in digital elevation data [e.g., O'Callaghah and Mark, 1984; Band, 1986; Hutchinson, 1989;
Moore et al., 1991; Tribe, 1992] may have contributed to the
paucity of criteria. A variety of approaches to define the
drainage network has been investigatedduring the present
study. An ideal criterion should have the following properties: (1) it should be universally applicable, (2) the resulting
network should not be strongly sensitive to modest variations in the defining parameter, (3) the definition should be
related to natural processscalesin the landscape,and (4) the
drainage networks should correspondreasonably to those
definedfrom maps by the usual contour crenulationmethod.
Among the criteria investigated were critical and/or maximum values of slopegradient, gradient divergence,planform
(contour) curvature, profile (downslope)curvature, and gradient divergence (a generalized curvature). These parame-

D = V ßs/g,

(40)

where g is the average surface gradient within the simulation

matrix. Matrix cells with D less than a critical value D t are
defined to have channels extending downgradientfrom the
cell to the adjacent downstream cell. Figure 14 shows the
drainagedensitythat would be definedas a functionof D t for
three steady state runs. These drainage densitiesare normalized suchthat a drainage density of unity correspondsto all
matrix cells originating a channel. All of these curves exhibit
a shoulderat which the rate change of drainagedensity with
D t is small. This shoulder generally lies between -0.2 >
D t > -1.6, and a value of -0.8 was selectedfor portrayal
of the stream networks

in all simulations

shown here.

This criterion delineates a drainage network that is very
similar to that that would be drawn by hand using the
contour crenulation method. It also performs well in landscapes with strong areal variation in relief, such as the
transient dissection of an initially nearly planar surface
shownin Figure 1la, in that stream channelsare not defined
on the flat upland. Furthermore, the use of gradient divergenceas a criterion has a strong relationshipto the process
model assumptions,in that for almost all simulationsmass
wasting depends linearly upon gradient divergence, such
that portions of the landscape dominated by mass wasting
are characterized by positive D, whereas fluvial incision
creates linear depressionswith negative D.

The assumptionof a critical D t defining valley heads
producesa relationship between contributing area and slope
gradient at first-order valley heads similar to that observed
by Montgomery and Dietrich [ 1988, 1989, 1992]for heads of
channel networks. Plots of gradient-area values at drainage
basin sources are presented in Figure 15 together with
observed channel heads in a natural drainage basin. The
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Figure 15. Relationshipbetween drainagearea and local gradient at sources(headsof first-order valleys)
for simulateddrainagebasins comparedwith an area-gradientrelationship for channel heads in a natural
landscape,for (a) landscapeshownin Figure 4, (b) landscapeshownin Figure 6, and (c) landscapeshown
in Figure 7, and (d) channelhead gradient-drainagearea relationshipfor TennesseeValley, California (data
from Montgomery and Dietrich [1989]; drainagearea is given in square meters).

slopeof the drainagearea-gradientrelationshipin theseplots
is determinedlargely by the streamchannelprofile concavity
(Figure 5 and (39)). More importantly, the steady state
"solutions" to first-order basin morphologyin the present
model permit a fairly wide range of gradients and source
areas at valley heads having the same value of D in (40),
presumablybecauseof constraintsintroducedthroughcompetition for drainage area between adjacent basins.
Dietrich et al. [1992, 1993]proposemodelsfor a variety of
mechanismsthat may define stream heads, includingcritical
thresholdsfor fluvial erosion, landslides, and regolith saturation. In the present model, only runs with a critical
thresholdshearstressfor fluvial erosion(Figure 15c)have an
intrinsic processchange at drainage heads. In all other runs
there is a gradual handover downslopebetween masswasting and channel erosion processes.However, this handover
is sufficientlyabrupt that drainage network heads are well

is no characteristic form. Figure 16 shows the subsequent
evolution of the steady state basin topography in Figure 6
under conditionswhere the lower matrix edge (base level) is
suddenly constrained to remain at a fixed level, and Figure
17 shows the decrease in the dimensionlesshypsometric
integral from the initial steady state to that of the topography
in Figure 16. Slopes and headwater channels continue to
erode at rates and with gradients little changed from the
steady state values until elevations are reduced to very close
to the now fixed base level, at which time gradients rapidly
decline. Note that all channels in this simulation are specified to remain nonalluvial. This abrupt transition occurs first
near the fixed base level and propagates headward. Thus
base level control in headwater

areas is indirect

and slow to

be manifested. The pattern of slope evolution in this case is
more nearly consonantwith models of parallel slope retreat
[e.g., Bryan, 1940; Penck, 1953; King, 1953].

defined.
Mixed

Is There

a Characteristic

Basin Form?

Alluvial

and Nonalluvial

A few simulations

Channels

have been conducted

in which

both

Willgoose [1994] shows that drainage basins formed by
combined action of diffusive mass wasting and capacity
alluvial sediment transport evolve toward a characteristic
limiting basin morphology as relief declines. This limiting
morphology is temporally constant when elevations are
normalizedby dividingby overall basinrelief. This impliesa
pattern of basin evolution when base level is fixed in which
slope and channel gradients proportionally decline, similar
to that postulatedfor late stagesof basin evolution by Davis

level.

[1932].
By contrast, if headwater channels are nonalluvial, there

The alluvial fan simulation is illustrated in Figure 18.
Initial topography is a very slight slope toward the lower

nonalluvial and alluvial channels are permitted. The simulation rules for transitions between the two types of channels
have been discussed above. In general, alluvial channels
occur in downstream areas where gradients decline to the
point where supplied bed load sediment equals transport
capacity. Two cases have been simulated: the development
of an alluvial fan at a faulted mountain front and the gradual
development of an alluvial pediment graded to a fixed base
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Figure 16. Landscape resulting from further erosion of initially steady state landscapeshown in Figure
6 after base level becomes

fixed.

edge interrupted by a steep scarp. Erosion of the scarp face
is accompaniedby fan depositionbeyond the scarpbase. All
eroded regolith and bedrock is assumedto be of bed material
size and to be deposited in the progradingfan. During each
iteration the sediment and streamflow debauching from the
scarp wall and the eroding canyons is routed downstream
and deposited using the scheme presented in (30--36). Flow
and sediment from each of the eroding channels follows a
single course through the fan during each iteration, but
owing to sediment depositioncausingaggradation,alternate

State

0.4

Fixed

Baselevel

0.2

o

oi,

o.',

0.8

RelativeArea

Figure 17. Dimensionlesshypsometric curves of an initial
steady state landscape (Figure 6) and the landscaperesulting
after base level becomes fixed (Figure 16).

flow paths of steepergradient acrosslower, older portions of
the fan are utilized during subsequentiterations so that the
fan form builds rather uniformly. The simulation illustrates
the lateral interaction

of fans of different

sizes and the lower

gradient of fans with larger contributing drainage areas (due
to the greater sediment transporting capacity of larger discharges). Owing to the limitation of flow to one of eight
directions at each cell, the fan assumes a prismatic shape
duringits growth. Along each flat face the total path lengthto
the edge of the fan is equal. More realistic simulation of fan
development will require either relaxation of the directional
constraints or making the deposition process more irregular
by having change of flow path (avulsions) be more difficult
and somewhat random, corresponding to development and
eventual breaching of levees as occurs on natural fans.
The second simulation examines the development of an
alluvial pediment graded to a fixed base level (Figures 19a
and 19b). Initial conditions are a steady state topography
resulting from a constant rate of base level lowering. The
base level is then fixed, and as channel and slope gradients
decline near the base level edge, a gradient is reached at
which transporting capacity just equals sediment load supplied from upstream. As erosion progresses, the extent of
alluvial channel expands, developingan alluvial expansethat
is generally termed an alluvial surface or pediment, since the
alluvial cover is thin. The alluvial channels slowly decline in
gradient and elevation as a result of gradual decrease in
sediment load from upstream as the headwaters are eroded.
This pattern of slope replacement by expanding pediments
has been well documented in badlands [Johnson, 1932;
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Figure 18. Simulated dissection of a steep scarp and deposition of eroded sediment in an alluvial fan
complex. Base level at lower edge is fixed during simulation.

Bradley, 1940; Smith, 1958; Schumm, 1962]. An example
occursin Mancos Shale badlands(Figure 20) near the Henry
Mountains, Utah, where creation of badlands by rapid
downcutting of the main drainage channel (the Fremont
River) has been followed by gradual retreat of the badlands
and their replacement by an alluvial surface [Howard, 1970,
1994]. As is discussedabove and is illustrated in Figure 19,
the characteristic pattern of slope and channel evolution is
nearly parallel retreat of slopesuntil remnant slopesbetween
pediments are narrow and low, after which a slow rounding
of slope profiles occurs [Schumm, 1956b; Smith, 1958].

6 and that shown in Figure 12a. The alluvial channels occur
as a network only a single cell in width; this suggeststhat
wide alluvial valleys common on some regions are produced
either by valley widening due to meandering (not included in
the model), or by a rate of base level lowering that is
decreasing, static (Figure 19), or aggrading.
Conclusions

The present model has been argued to represent, in a
general way, the interaction of processes that produce
A considerablespeculativeliteratureexistsconcerningthe drainage basins. The model has been justified primarily by
processesresponsible for parallel slope retreat and replace- the assertions that (1) the mathematical formulation of
ment by encroachingpediments, both for badlands and for processes is reasonable, (2) simulated steady state drainage
larger desert landscapes (see reviews by Oberlander [1989] basinsresemble in a qualitative sensenatural drainage basins
and Dohrenwend [1994]). Most observers have postulated in areas of uniform relief, and (3) simulations of transient
special processesoperating at the abrupt junction between landform development conform to our understandingof how
the retreating slopes and the advancingpediment, including natural basins evolve, including the initial dissection of flat
lateral planation, erosion by spreadingwaters or emerging or sloping surfaces, scarp dissection with fan deposition, and
throughflow, and erosion due to hydraulicjumps. However, slope retreat with pediment development. Validation of
the process model presented here produces an abrupt, models of drainage basin development is hampered by
migratingpedimentjunction with no specialprocessesother limited opportunity to compare predicted with observed
than the downslope increase in fluvial erosion potential due landform evolution. One opportunity for direct validation is
to greater runoff volume.
in badland landscapes, where process measurements are
Fine-bed alluvial channels have a less convex profile feasible and landform evolution may be rapid enough for
(u --• -0.2 in (39)) than nonalluvial channels (u -• -0.5 to quantitative comparisons. An example is in the Mancos
-1.1). As a result, a downstream transition from nonalluvial
Shale badlands near Hanskville, Utah [Howard, 1970, 1994],
to alluvial can occur in steady state drainage basins for a where badlands have been created by rapid downcutting of
range of values of constantsin (10) and (28). Such landscapes the master drainage since the end of the early Wisconsinian
are intermediate in appearancebetween those of Figure 4 or and where landform dating and process measurements are
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(a)

(b)
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Figure 19. Developmentand headwardprogradingan alluvialsurfaceduringcontinuederosionof an
initially steadystatelandscape.The baselevel at the bottomof the matrix is fixedat a constantelevation.

Successive
stages
of alluvialsurface
growthshowing
nearlyparallelretreatof uplandslopes.

currently in progress(R. Anderson,personalcommunication, 1993).G. Willgoose(personalcommunication,
1993)is
undertakinga validationeffortfor his drainagebasinevolution modelin application
to erosionof a miningspoilheap.
Another potential means of validation is to estimate the

statetopographyeventuallydevelopsfor any arbitraryinitial
topography.The steadystate topographiesproducedfrom
different initial conditions are different in detail but similar in

generalform (e.g., distributionsof hillslope and channel
gradients,drainagedensity, and slope profile characteris-

modelparametersbaseduponfieldmeasurements
andpro- tics).
3. Very simpleadditive modelsof erosionalprocesses
lationmodeling
to determinewhetherpredictedsteadystate producelandformswith spatialpropertiessimilarto natural
landformsresemble,in a statisticalsense,the naturalland- drainagebasins.This suggests
that despitethe temporaland
scape.The field programand modelingeffortsof Dietrich et spatialcomplexityof erosionalprocesses,long-termbasin
al. [1992, 1993]may providethe parameterization
for sucha evolution can be approximatedthrough the use of reasonstudy. Neither of thesetechniqueswould be expectedto ably simple models.
cessmodelingin areasof uniformrelief coupledwith simu-

reproducea particular landscape(initial conditionsare usu-

4.

As has been noted in field measurements of badland

ally uncertain,andthe detailsof resultinglandscape
depend erosion, the relative importanceof water erosionincreases
sensitivelyuponthe initial conditions).Thereforemorpho- from the dividethroughthe lower slopesto the streams.
metriccomparison
of simulatedandnaturaldrainagebasins
5. The drainagepatternexhibitsstrongpatternoptimizawill be necessary,but it will requiredevelopmentof new tion in the senseusedby Howard [1990a],in that drainage
meansof characterizinglandformscale,length,orientation, paths from sourceto outlet are reasonablydirect and the
andrelief properties,sinceextantmorphometric
parameters drainagedensityis nearly uniform.
only crudelycharacterizebasinform. Possibleapproaches This is not a modelfor all landscapes.Even assuming
the
includestatisticalmeasures
of hypsometry,
gradients,
junc- model adequately representsthe processesit addresses,
tion angles,slopeprofiles,fractalproperties,topology,and there are many circumstancesnot covered, including(1)
frequencydomainanalysis.
exposureand weatheringof bedrock on slopes,(2) large
Although the model is poorly validated, a number of
generalobservations
aboutthe modelbehaviorprobablyalso
characterize general aspects of the evolution of natural
landscapes
with regolith-mantled
slopes.
1. The model is deterministic,with randomnessinvolved

volume changesupon weathering(e.g., karst), (3) erosion
dominatedby partial area runoff, includingsappingprocesses,(4) the low-reliefrock-mantledslopesdiscussed
by
Abrahamset al. [1994],(5) earthflows,energeticlandslides,
and debrisavalanches,(6) transportin alluvial channelswith

onlyin the development
of the initiallow-relieftopography. appreciabledownstreamfining, (7) valley sidewallerosion
The simulations
showthat evena smallrandomcomponent, by meandering,
and(8) valleymigration
[Howard,1990].
as either initial or boundary conditions, is sufficientto Some of these issues are addressed in the models of Ahnert
provide the rich variation in landform texture that charac- andKirkby citedearlier.Even in landscapes
not well repreterizes natural landscapes.
sentedby the presentprocessmodel, so long as there is a
2. For a constantrate of baselevel lowering,a steady balancebetweena diffusiveslopeprocessand a concentra-
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Figure 20. Badlands and alluvial surface in Mancos shale in the same general location shown in Figure
9. Badlands were created as a result of rapid lowering of the Fremont river (not shown), but recent stability
of river elevation has permitted headward prograding of an alluvial surface accompanied by erosional
retreat of the badlands. Compare with simulation shown in Figure 19.

tive channel process, most of the conclusionsof this paper
regarding general principles of landscape evolution would
still be valid, particularly the inherent tendency to form
slopes and integrated channels, the sensitivity to initial
conditions, and the role of downstream channel concavity in
determining basin shape.
In conclusion, the use of simulation models for addressing
landform evolution in badlands (and drainage basins in
general) has a bright future. The most important issuesin use
of such models are (1) developing appropriate processrate
laws, (2) determiningthe boundary conditions(temporal and
spatial) for the given situation, and (3) validation of the
model through comparison of spatial variation in process
rates or landform morphology between the model and the
target natural landscape.
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